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Arcade platformgames are very fashionable thanks to smartphones, both Android and iPhone. They are games that, although never completely disappeared, have seen their golden age with 8 and 16 bit console videos, Amstrad, Spectrum and PC 286 and 386 ... They later disappeared from the spotlight and, thanks to mobile devices, returned to fashion
only a few years ago. One of the games that contributed significantly to confirming the passion for this classic genre was Geometry Dash, which occupies all the essence of these games with a frenetic rhythm and lots, lots of fun. How to play? Before playing, you need to know what it is: a square character (which you can beautify and customize as you
progress through the levels), which, at a steady pace, must overcome all kinds of geometric polygon-shaped obstacles. Spikes, cliffs or things that can cause it to burn are some of the obstacles you will have to avoid in horizontal 2D scenarios, jumping with the touch of a screen... or flying, because at some moments it can also fly. Don't be surprised how
many levels he has, because you won't get away with it. Rather worry about how to get through each of them ... That's a challenge. Many wonder what the secret of this game is, but a certain thing is that there is nothing mysterious about it. Simply put, it has adapted to the very classic concept of touch video game platforms that offer great gameplay. The
main features of the success of this video game was such that it was played on other platforms, in addition to the classic APK format for Android tablets and smartphones that we have here: of course, there can not be missing versions for iOS, but also exists for Windows, both Windows computers and smartphones. In all these versions we find the following
features and features: Dozens of levels overcome increasing difficulty and new chapters every day. Many objects to interact with in the game. Customizable protagonist. Collect rewards. Level editor. Soundtrack made specifically for the occasion. All kinds of secrets to discover in the game ... What's new in the latest version Among the major news, a small
upgrade assumes version 2.2 with new icons and effects and bug resolution. Geometry Dash has been one of M's favorite games for years, ever since my friend introduced me, and during those years of playing, I've found some things you might want to know. First, when you play at the Time Machine level, and press and hold, while the level starts to jump
quickly, you will find that you will jump up to the top of the top of the wall. I don't know if it was intended or just a glitch. Secondly, the game says that the level of Can't Let Go and Jumper have significant differences in difficulty. I downloaded Dash on multiple devices, and I've found that I have many more attempts to complete Can't Let Go than jumper. I just
got the mobile full version on this iPhone and I finished the Jumper in just 3 attempts, and Can't Let Go in 57. I think they should swap places because Can't Let Go is much harder than the Jumper. Finally, I find it quite upsetting when I find that you can't add music to the user-created Geometry Dash level from the new Newgrounds account because a lot of
people have been stealing music and using it in their levels. I did an amazing song in Splash and hoped to use it in one of my levels, but I can't because of it. Me and hundreds of other people are trustworthy and want to add our music to Geometry Dash. As disappointed as I am about this, Geometry Dash still deserves 5 stars. Dash geometry has become a
trend ever since it began its journey through app stores on various operating systems such as Android, iOS and Windows Phone. This was because it is a game that can become easily addictive and not in the wrong sense necessarily. The game consists of a cube - which can later be replaced by different shapes - it will progress at standard speed through a
2D route that will represent various obstacles such as stairs, floating cubes, speed portals and much more. However, the key to a video game is music, yes, and also rhythm. Music will be a factor by which you can guide yourself and at the same time feel a certain sense of pleasure. This is because you play and tap your fingers on the screen at the same
time as the bass or in the middle of the electronic song sounds of each level. The skills and speed we develop in our senses with this app undoubtedly make it one of the best today. Available for today's three major operating systems, you may want to test yourself with this fantastic video game. That's why today we will show you how to download Geometry
Dash for Android, iOS and Windows Phone. Of course, not without first briefly describing the basic characteristics of this. Download Dash Geometry Latest Version 2.111Sath Download Dash Geometry For Free Safely. The download will begin immediately by clicking on the button on your platform ... Download If you were interested in this video game for
Smartphone, there is no way you can miss it. Challenge the game and show it your rhythm and speed in your mind and fingers. But what we came up with first is how to download Geometry Dash exactly. Here's how to do it on any operating system. Install Dash Geometry for Android/IOS/Windows Phone To Download Geometry Dash on we have to go to the
official app store, Google Play Store. Find the first free option and press install. You can also find the APK on the web through the Search Download APK Geometry Dash for Android. This will do you good if you want to play from the Android emulator on your PC. For iOS, we'll have to go to the Apple Store, just the App Store. In this you will find the app for
free. Search the search bar for its name, and yes, the first option will be the one you need. Just click the download button and we look forward to seeing you with such a great game. Unfortunately, this app pays off in the Microsoft Windows Phone Store. Therefore, you will need to enter the option to download the game and pay 1.99. Is it worth it? It'll be worth
every second, I assure you. Geometry Dash: The rhythm and speed in your HandsI I know if there is anything our hands should have when playing Geometry Dash is pace and speed. The songs work for us as guides for synchronizing our fingers with them, just as we would when playing the drum to the rhythm of another song. You will need to make a cube
jump when you touch the screen so you can get through each of the obstacles and reach the finish line. The game has other features that we will mention to you. Before you start many wonder how many levels of Dash geometry have? The truth is, he's officially 21, with another challenge. Each level has a different song, and if there is one thing that the
creators knew how to do, do not bore the player, because they employ a new element such as Orbice and new games in each level. Almost impossible challenges What also meant biased for this game is its level-at-level difficulty. If the first one is already difficult, it's amazing how little we get to the point where we react in an automated way as if our fingers
are moving on their own. The game goes backwards, has more difficult obstacles and the latest levels are a challenge for real players who love it. Go! There is no doubt that the intensity caused by this entertainment app is unique. Skins and ColorsHurried Geometry Dash got so that the game never died, is its huge amount of skins and colors in the game.
Initially, you can switch to only a few shades and several different shapes. However, with the passage of different worlds and the acquisition of stars in them, we can unlock infinite combinations even in an image of the same level. The visual delights of the effects of geometric effects and phosphoressive and bright colors make you like never before blast
syncing visual effects that few games can convey. This, in combination with beat de acompañantes, nos genera una emoción que nos dejará absortos dentro del videojuego. This topic deals with How to get Dast v2.11 geometry and updates completely free on iOS . This game is a very popular game on apple appstore, but unfortunately for the price. While
Android users are able to get a free app of this on their phones. Apple users don't have it. So today I wanted to show you how to get geometry dash full version of free iPhone, iPad, iPod on your iOS device. Just a simple trick. No, that doesn't require any jailbreak. Or Cydia to get the app. All you need is a computer and an Internet connection. IPhone and
cable. As the app says. Jump and fly your way through danger in this rhythm-based action platformer! This is a very addictive game. A touch of excitement with simplicity and addiction. On a friendly platform. Game features: Some of its features are :• Rhythm-based Action Platforming! • Lots of levels with unique soundtracks! • Build and share your own levels
using the level editor! • Unlock new icons and colors to customize your character! • Fly rockets, flip gravity and much more! • Use training mode to sharpen your skills! • Achievements In-Game Center with rewards! • Challenge yourself with almost impossible! Impossible!
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